FUTURE ENERGY LEADERS OF LEBANON (FELL-18) PROGRAMME
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO INFLUENCE LEBANON’S FUTURE ENERGY LANDSCAPE

The World Energy Council Lebanon National Committee is looking for the energy leaders of
tomorrow. If you’re between 25 and 35 and think you’ve got what it takes to shape the future of
energy in Lebanon, we want to hear from you!
The Future Energy Leaders of Lebanon (FELL-18) Programme is based on the World Energy
Council’s Future Energy Leaders’ programme (FEL-100) and designed to inspire, grow and develop
Lebanon’s energy leaders of tomorrow.
FELL-18 programme’s 18 participants are invited to:
▪ Contribute to the World Energy Council Lebanon National Committee’s national energy dialogue
▪ Support the development of balanced policy frameworks
▪ Help shape energy solutions for tomorrow
The FEL community builds on creative ideas and the innovative potential of the next generation to
challenge conventional thinking and explore new strategies for the future of
our energy systems. It offers young professionals a unique opportunity for learning and
development with exposure to critical issues in the energy debate.
As a Future Energy Leader of Lebanon , you will:
- Participate in the World Energy Council Lebanon National Committee’s events and
business to business (BtoB) meetings and get connected to the major players in the
energy system at both local and global levels
- Participate in the World Energy Council Lebanon National Committee’s training activities
and get acquainted with the latest technologies and global trends in the energy sector
- Participate and shape the programme of the annual exclusive International Beirut
Energy Forum
- Get connected with a global network of future energy leaders through active collaboration
with the FEL-100 network
- Build your own professional network as well as interact with senior energy leaders from
across the world
- Work on one of different projects and task forces identified or endorsed by the World
Energy Council Lebanon National Committee
- Access and contribute to the Council’s strategic studies and flagship reports
- Contribute to the Council’s annual World Energy Issues Monitor
- Develop and share a FELL-18 vision

Renewal and Diversity
Every year, around 6 new Future Energy Leaders of Lebanon are selected in a competitive process
to join the FELL-18 programme and become a member of this exclusive global network. We strive
for excellence, commitment and diversity. In order to guarantee the quality and continuity of the
programme, each selected individual is initially taken on board for one year. Afterwards the
opportunity to remain in the programme is offered to those able to demonstrate commitment and
involvement. At the end of their tenure, programme participants will receive a certificate and will
join the FELL-18 community to remain part of the World Energy Council Lebanon National
Committee’s network.
Governance system
The FELL-18 Programme emphasises the responsibility and independence of its participants. For
this purpose, the FEL Board oversees and monitors the achievement of objectives, compliance
with processes, as well as the selection of new programme participants.
Meet the FEL-100 Lebanon Representatives
”FEL-100 helped me change my perspectives on the energy sector by connecting
me to amazing people from diverse backgrounds and professional experiences yet
having similar aspirations and similar drive to shaping the future of energy.
FELL-18 network would provide a comparable experience at the national level all
while offering an access to the global energy dialogue.”

“FEL-100 provided me with a niche that promoted my growth and ability to make
a difference in the energy field. The mutual exchange of information with other
FEL members and engagement in the global energy dialogue exposed me to
worldwide multifaceted energy challenges that enriched my responsibility and
commitment to sustainability goals.”

For more information on the programme and on how to become a Future Energy Leader of Lebanon, please contact Ms.
Shatha Wansa (shatha.wansa@lcec.org.lb)

